
 

 VOCABULARY LEARNING TRICKS FOR IBPS CLERK 

         

 
 
 
 

 
FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH SUITABLE PREPOSITIONS 

Q.1. Please discuss ____ the problem. 

A. about B. on C. in D. no word required  

 

Q.2. Manish described ____ the story. 

A. for B. with C. about D. no word required 

 

Q.3. Amit says ____ Abhishek that Kartik will sing a song. 

A. with B. through C. to D. no word required 

 

Q.4. Anushka will tell him _____ next time. 

A. in B. at C. on D. no word required 

 

Q.5. Aniket will go ____ my friend’s home. 

A. in B. at C. to D. no word required 

 

Q.6. Aneesh will telephone you ____ tomorrow. 

A. within B. in C. on D. no word required 

 

Q.7. It rests ____ you ____ make or mar his career. 

A. on, for B. with, to C. along, off  D. no word required 

 

Q.8. Prem is sailing _____ the wind. 

A. in B. by C. with D. no word required 

 

Q.9. Anita tries to guess ____ the facts. 

A. for B. in C. with D. no word required 
 

ANSWERS 

 

Q.1. (D), Q.2. (D), Q.3. (C), Q.4. (D), Q.5. (C), Q.6. (D), Q.7. (B), Q.8. (C), Q.9. (C) 

 

And to practice more online test Visit: https://myshop.mahendras.org 
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Amortize (gradually pay off a debt, or gradually write off an asset) contains 
the root “mort,” meaning death. Amortization is when a financial obligation 
dies along, slow death.  
 
Anachronism (something that is not in its correct historical time; a mistake 
in chronology, such as by assigning a person or event to the wrong time 
period)-the prefix “ana” means “against,” and “chron” means “time.” This is 
one word you can work out entirely with a knowledge of roots: anachronistic 
means “against time”. 
 
Legerdemain (sleight-of-hand, trickery, deception) comes from Middle 
French, meaning “light of hand”. The modern French word for hand is main, 
which is related to the root in the English manual (relating to hands, as in 
manual labor) and manumit (free from slavery, untie the hands).  
 
Malediction (a curse) has the prefix ma] (meaning “bad,” of course). The root 
“dict” comes from “dicere” (to say) and also appears in dictator; dictionary, 
and indict (connect to a crime), as well as in malediction’s antonym, 
benediction (blessing). 
 

Not all words have a cool story or a helpful derivation. For instance, 
Pulchritude means beauty. The reason that seems so weird (You are so 
pulchritudinous now really doesn’t sound like a compliment) is that Latin 
root “pulcher,” meaning “beautiful”, doesn’t occur in any other English 

words.  

 
So recognize that roots are just one of many helpful tools. One good way to 
proceed is to go through the Root List and just focus on roots that actually 
look familiar to you (and like something you’d be able to spot in the future); 
for instance, circum (meaning “around”) appears in circumference, and it’s 
pretty hard to miss the root in circumnavigate, circumcise, 
circumambulate, and circumlocution.  
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